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Abstract. This paper presents a probabilistic approach for automatic texture-based classification and
localization of 3D objects. First, the objects are described by local feature vectors extracted from color
images using the wavelet transform. Later, the elements of the feature vectors are treated as random
variables and modeled as density functions according to their distributions. Therefore, the objects are
learned in the training phase as multimodal density functions. In the recognition phase, local feature
vectors are computed from an image with an unknown object in an unknown pose. Those features are
then evaluated against the trained density functions. The maximization of the evaluation values yields
the classes and the poses of objects found in the image. Our experimental study on a dataset with
more than 40.000 images with real heterogeneous background has shown that the classification and
localization rates are dependent on the color space used for feature extraction. Therefore, the focus
of this paper is to experimentally compare the RGB and Lab color spaces to each other in terms of
recognition rates.
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Introduction

One of the most fundamental problems of computer vision is the recognition of objects in digital images.
The term object recognition comprehends both, classification and localization of objects. The task of object
classification is to determine the classes of objects occurring in the image f from a set of predefined object
classes Ω = {Ω 1 , Ω 2 , . . . , Ω κ , . . . , Ω NΩ }. Generally, the number of objects in a scene is unknown. However,
in this work we assume that exactly one object is expected in an image. In the case of object localization,
the recognition system estimates the poses of objects in the image, whereas the object classes are assumed to
be known. The object poses are defined relatively to each other with a 3D translation vector t = (tx , ty , tz )T
T
and a 3D rotation vector φ = (φx , φy , φz ) in a coordinate system with an origin placed in the image center
[1].
For recognition of 3D objects in 2D images, two main approaches are known in computer vision: based
on the result of object segmentation (shape-based), or by directly using the object texture (texture-based).
Shape-based methods make use of geometric features such as lines or corners extracted by segmentation
operations. These features as well as relations between them are used for object description [2]. However,
the segmentation-based approach often suffers from errors due to loss of image details or other inaccuracies
resulting from the segmentation process. Texture-based approaches avoid these disadvantages by using the
image data, i. e., the pixel values, directly without a previous segmentation step. For this reason the texturebased method for object recognition has been chosen to develop the system presented in this contribution.
The object recognition problem has been intensively investigated in the past. Many approaches to object
recognition, like the one presented in this paper, are founded on probability theory [3], and can be broadly
characterized as either generative or discriminative according to whether or not the distribution of the image
features is modeled [4]. Generative models such as principal component analysis (PCA) [5], independent
component analysis (ICA) [6] or non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [7] try to find a suitable representation of the original data [8]. In contrast, discriminative classifiers such as linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) [9], support vector machines (SVM) [10], or boosting [11] aim at finding optimal decision boundaries
given the training data and the corresponding labels [8]. The system presented in this paper represents the
generative approaches.
Classification and localization of objects in images is a useful, and often indispensable step, for many real
life computer vision applications. Algorithms for automatic computational object recognition can be applied

in areas such as: face classification [12], fingerprint classification [13], handwriting recognition [14], service
robotics [15], medicine [16], visual inspection [17], the automobile industry [18], etc. Although successful
applications have been developed for some tasks, e. g., fingerprint classification, there are still many other
areas that could potentially benefit from object recognition. The system described in this article has been
tested in real application scenarios. One of these is the classification of artefacts following a visit to a museum,
another is the analysis of metallography images from an ironworks.
There are further interesting approaches for object recognition. Amit et al. proposes in [19] an algorithm
for multi-class shape detection in the sense of recognizing and localizing instances from multiple shape
classes. In [20] a method for extracting distinctive invariant features from images that can be used to perform
reliable matching between different views of an object or scene is presented. In [21] the problem of detecting
a large number of different classes of objects in cluttered scenes is taken into consideration. [22] proposes a
mathematical framework for constructing probabilistic hierarchical image models, designed to accommodate
arbitrary contextual relationships. In order to compare different methods for object recognition, in [23] a new
database specifically tailored to the task of object categorization is presented. In [24] an object recognition
system is described that uses a new class of local image features. The features are invariant to image scaling,
translation, and rotation, and partially invariant to illumination changes and affine or 3D projection. In [25]
a multi-class object detection framework whose core component is a nearest neighbor search over object part
classes is presented.
Our experimental study on a dataset with more than 40.000 real-world images has shown that the
classification and localization rates are dependent on the color space which is used for feature extraction.
Therefore, in this paper we experimentally compare the RGB and Lab color spaces to each other. The
paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the training phase of the system, Section 3 deals with the
classification and localization, Section 4 describes and discusses the results, and finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper.
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Statistical Training

For training, we extract feature vectors using both, the texture and the color of the objects. For the object
modeling we use either RGB or Lab color spaces and compute six-dimensional local feature vectors. The
main advantage of the local feature vectors is that a local disturbance affects only the features in a small
region around it. In contrast to this, a global feature vector can totally change, if only one pixel in the image
varies. The system determines a set of local feature vectors for all training images using the discrete wavelet
transform. The Johnston wavelet and its corresponding scaling function are used for this purpose.
Some feature vectors cκ,m describe the object Ω κ , others belong to the background. In a real world
environment, it cannot be assumed that the background in the recognition phase is a-priori known. Therefore,
for the statistical object modeling, only feature vectors describing the object should be considered. Since the
object takes usually only a part of the image, a tightly enclosing object area O κ is learned for each object
class Ω κ in the training phase.
Finally, for all object classes Ω κ considered in a particular recognition task, statistical object models
Mκ are learned in the training phase. The models are regarded as continuous functions defined on the pose
parameter domain Mκ (φ, t). This means that the object models Mκ contain the object area Oκ and thereby
the set of object feature vectors cκ,m , the density functions for the object feature vectors p(cm |µκ,m , σ κ,m ),
and the density value for the background features p(cm ) = pb for all pose parameters (φ, t) in the continuous
sense.
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Statistical Recognition

Since for all object classes Ω κ regarded in a particular recognition task corresponding object models Mκ
have already been learned in the training phase, the system is able to classify and localize objects in images
taken from a real world environment. First, a test image is taken, preprocessed, and feature vectors in it are
computed. Second, the system starts the recognition algorithm integrated into it.
The object classification and localization for single-object scenes is solved based on the so-called maximum
likelihood estimation. First, local feature vectors are extracted from the preprocessed test image with the
wavelet transform, whereas both RGB and Lab color space are separately taken into consideration. Second,
the object area Oκ is determined for all class κ and pose (φh , th ) hypotheses using the learned object models
Mκ . Only feature vectors cm inside the object area are taken into account for evaluation of each hypothesis.

Fig. 1. Example single-object test images from the 3D-REAL-ENV database [26]. First row: test images with homogeneous background. Second row: test images with less heterogeneous background. Third row: test images with more
heterogeneous background.

Finally, the density values p(cm |µκ,m , σ κ,m ) for the object feature vectors cm , which are greater than the
background density pb , are multiplied by each other. The result of this multiplication is normalized by a
quality measure called geometric criterion and maximized over all class and pose hypotheses in order to find
b bt) for the test image.
the optimal class κ
b and pose (φ,
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Experiments and Results

For experiments, an image database for 3D object recognition in a real world environment (3D-REALENV) was generated. This database consists of ten objects. The training images of these objects were taken
on dark background under two different illuminations from 1680 viewpoints. Thus, there are altogether
33600 training scenes. For testing of the system, three types of test scenes, namely 2880 test images with
homogeneous background, 2880 test images with less heterogeneous background, and 2880 test images with
more heterogeneous background from 288 different viewpoints were acquired (see Figure 1). Illumination
in the test images is different from the illumination conditions in the training scenes. The test viewpoints,
in general, are also different from the training points of view. Additionally, more than 200 different real
heterogeneous backgrounds were used for acquiring test images. Due to all these properties, the task of
object classification and localization is very difficult for the 3D-REAL-ENV image database.
In the preprocessing step the images have been transformed into either RGB or Lab color spaces. Further
steps of the training and the recognition phase remained same for both color spaces. As can be seen in Table
1, the classification and localization rates are dependent on the color space used.
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Conclusions

The system proposed in this paper is featured by high performance in varying real-world environments.
However, during our evaluation process we have observed a strong dependency between the recognition
results and the color space in which images are coded.
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